
IID-TS200 

Tripod Turnstile. 
 

  

 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 

Size: 420%330%1000mm 
Housing material: SS304 
Pass Speed: 35 persons/min 
Working temperature: -35°C-55°C 
Gross weight: 35KG/PCS 
Passage width: 510mm 
Power supply: 110-220V 50/60Hz 
Motor voltage: DC24V 
Working environment: Best for indoor 
Working humidity: ≤95% coagulation free 
Open while power off: Yes 
Working movement: DC24V solenoid valve 
LED light: direction arrow 
Normal running life: 3 million 
 

   

 FEATURES 

 

 

Tripod turnstile function & Features Manual Semi-Auto Full-Auto 

Alarm function: when arms are pushed by force illegally, alarm will be Triggered 
automatically and arms will be set locked 

No yes yes 

Turnstile can setting the working condition by press the button of main board No Yes Yes 

Auto-lit-arm function: the arm can lift automatically with alert when the is on 
again 

No action Manual-lift-
arm 

Auto-lift-arm 

Auto-drop-arm function: the arm can drop down automatically (default) (or free 
passing) when the power is off 

No action Auto-drop-
arm 

Auto-drop-arm 

Automatic Reset Functions: after you swap the card, during the specific time 
(The system is 10s), if you didn’t pass the turnstile, the system will cancel your 
Authority automatically to pass the gate, (reset time is 1~60s you can adjust it 
What time is suit for you) 

No Yes Yes 

The turnstile can work with door access control system/ consumption system 
biometric recognition system/ ESD system and so on 

No Yes Yes 

The turnstile is bidirectional (pedestrian can enter and exit from one set of 
turnstile) 

No Yes Yes 

LED indicator light No Yes Yes 

When pedestrian pass the turnstile, what should they do? Manual push 
the arm 

Manual push 
the arm 

Automatic 
rotation 

Once an open signal is given, the arms will rotate automatically to a 60 degree, 
and prompt the pedestrian to pass the gate 

No Yes Yes 

Can manager the turnstile directly by managing the computer No Yes Yes 

LED counting function No Yes Yes 


